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Introduction
At its most basic, PPC advertising is an auction-based method of buying digital advertising on a pay-perclick (PPC) basis. Advertisers only pay when someone clicks on (or engages with) an ad rather than paying
when an ad impression is served or viewed on the page.
Digital marketing is famously jargon-heavy, and companies often
try to coin their own names for products and features. (The terms
“remarketing” and “retargeting” refer to the same thing, as just
one example.) Cost per click (CPC) is the reporting metric name
used by the ad platforms. CPC refers to the bid price an advertiser
sets (Max CPC) and the price an advertiser pays (reported in
aggregate as Avg. CPC). Impression-based buying is referred to as
CPM because ads are bought on a cost-per-thousand basis, and
advertisers pay when their ads load on the page (Fig. 1).
To some extent, PPC has become shorthand for search advertising
because PPC buying was popularized by the search engines.
PPC buying has since been embraced by many other types of
sites, including Facebook, Amazon, Twitter, Pinterest and more.
Advertisers can now buy display, video, social and native ads on a
pay-per-click basis.
This guide focuses on the paid search area of PPC, and specifically
the text ads that appear on the search results of search engines
such as Google, Bing and Yahoo.
Each of the engines has its own self-serve ad-buying platform
through which advertisers can set up and buy text ads and imagebased shopping ads that appear on its search results pages:
Google AdWords, Bing Ads and Yahoo Gemini.

Fig. 1 – Common PPC terms
Term

Meaning

PPC

Pay-per-click advertising.
Advertisers are charged
only when a user clicks on
or engages with an ad.

CPC

Cost per click. This is the
amount an advertiser pays
when a user clicks on or
engages with an ad.

Max CPC Maximum cost per
click. This is the bid
an advertiser sets,
establishing the maximum
amount the advertiser is
willing to pay for a click.
CPM

Stands for cost per
thousand. Advertisers pay
per thousand impressions.
An impression is counted
whenever an ad is served.

Additionally, in AdWords, advertisers can buy ads on the Google Display Network, which consists of millions
of publisher websites and apps, and on YouTube. Yahoo Gemini enables advertisers to buy native ads on
Yahoo properties such as the Yahoo home page. Bing Ads facilitates native ad buys on Microsoft properties
such as MSN and external sites and apps in the Microsoft Audience Network. This guide addresses the
specifics of running Search text ad campaigns.
For the purposes of illustration, this guide largely refers to products, features and processes related
specifically to Google AdWords. It’s by far the dominant player in the market and tends to lead the market
in developing new tools and features. Bing Ads has many of the same functions, as well as some unique
ones, and also supports campaign imports from AdWords. Yahoo Gemini is the least mature of the three
ad platforms, having launched in 2014 after Yahoo and Microsoft renegotiated their embattled search
advertising deal in which Yahoo search ads were served by Microsoft’s ads platform. There are also engines
in international markets that have their own platforms, such as Yandex in Russia, Baidu in China and Naver in
South Korea, to name a few.
The AdWords screenshots and instructions in this guide all reference the AdWords interface that Google
first introduced in 2016 and made available to all advertisers in the fall of 2017. For a few more months,
advertisers will have access to both versions of the interface, and there will likely be references to the “old”
version for quite some time. The new interface, which Google refers to as the new AdWords experience,
will become the only option by the end of 2018. Switching takes quite a bit of getting used to, so if you are
relatively new to PPC or just getting started now, get used to the new version and save yourself from having
old interface nostalgia.
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Why PPC (search) advertising?
While PPC has become increasingly sophisticated over the years, there remain two basic reasons companies
of every size spend billions of dollars every year on search advertising: (1) the ability to target ads based
on the commercial intent that users signal with their search queries; and (2) measurability. With tracking,
advertisers can see the results of their campaigns in near real time and adjust accordingly.
There are many different targeting methods available in search advertising. Keyword targeting remains
the foundation of search advertising: Advertisers bid on keywords that people are likely to use when
searching for their product or service. For example, an accountant in Chicago might buy keywords such as
“Chicago accountant,” “accounting firm” or “tax accountant.” Audience targeting, however, has become
an increasingly prevalent way for search advertisers to target their ads. Advertisers can further refine the
targeting by layering location and/or device specifications.
It’s a cliche, but the one constant in PPC is change. The engines are constantly ad running tests and adding
features. So don’t be surprised if one day things look a little different than the screenshots shown in this
guide. There might be something new to learn, but the fundamentals stay the same.

Where do search ads appear in the search results?
While this guide focuses on traditional text ads, there are also other ad formats worth mentioning. Here’s
how and where various ad formats appear on Google search results pages.
Text ads: Can appear at the top and bottom of the search results pages on both desktop and mobile.

Fig. 2 – Text ads

Up to four text ads may appear at the top of mobile and desktop search results on Google. Ads may also appear in the
local pack of listings -- shown with a Map below the four text ads in Fig. 2 -- that pulls data from Google My Business.
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Fig. 3 – Text ads also served at bottom of page

Google also serves text ads at the bottom of search results pages.

Local ads: Businesses with physical locations can show ads in the local pack, (Fig. 2) and Google Maps (Fig.
4). The corresponding pins on the map show in green and display an “Ad” label when a user hovers over
them.

Fig. 4 – Local ads in Google Maps
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Shopping ads: Shopping ads, also called product listing ads (PLA) by Google, and product ads by Bing and
Yahoo, are a growing area for both retailers and the search engines (Fig. 5). These ads are delivered through
a different campaign mechanism from text ads. These image-based ads include the price, merchant name,
reviews and offers. Google matches users’ search queries to data included in merchants’ product catalog
feeds. The ads can appear in carousels at the top of the search results on mobile and desktop, and in the
right column on desktop in a block or in a “knowledge card.” An example is shown below.

Fig. 5 – Shopping ads

Shopping ads

Text ad

Shopping ads

Shopping ads are feed-based and can appear in Search, Image Search, on YouTube and third-party sites.
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How the PPC ad auction works
Search engines don’t show ads for every query, but when a query is monetized, an auction takes place as
soon as the user searches. A variety of factors will determine (1) an advertiser’s eligibility for the auction; (2)
the subsequent order in which eligible ads appear on the page; and (3) how much each advertiser will pay if
their ad is clicked.
The first factor is how much an advertiser is willing to pay for a click. Advertisers set a maximum bid (called
Max CPC) that they’re willing to pay. Bids can be set at the individual keyword level or at the ad group level
(a grouping of related keywords).
The second is what’s known as an ad’s Quality Score, which is a combination of factors (see below.) Once
an ad is eligible for the auction, the combination of Max CPC times Quality Score is calculated as Ad Rank to
determine in what position it will show.
What is Quality Score? Quality Score plays a big role in what position ads appear in the search results and
how much an advertiser will pay per click. Advertisers don’t see an ad’s actual Quality Score, but Google
does show an external Quality Score of 1 (bad) to 10 (excellent) at the keyword level in AdWords. When
Quality Score improves, cost-per-click may (CPC) go down and/or average position improve.
Google looks at three things when calculating Quality Score:
1. Expected click-through rate (CTR), which reflects the likelihood a user will click on an ad.
2. Ad relevance to the query. The ad copy should clearly relate to what the user is looking for.
3. Landing page experience. Are the users directed to a page that reflects the intent of the query, and
does that page provide a good user experience?
How does Google weigh each of these factors? Google has only recently made Quality Score data available.
In 2016, after analyzing a large set of Quality Score data exported from the AdWords API, Brad Geddes,
founder of AdAlysis, reverse-engineered the formula for the Quality Score surfaces in AdWords accounts:
Quality Score = 1 + Landing Page Experience weight + Ad Relevance weight + CTR weight
He then determined the weighting Google gives to each of the three factors:
• Landing page experience: 39%.
• Expected CTR: 39%.
• Ad Relevance: 22%.
Now we have a blueprint for prioritizing optimization efforts aimed at increasing Quality Scores. Advertisers
should focus first on improving CTRs by testing ad copy and landing page experience (that may mean
improving speed, choosing a more relevant page and so on) to improve site engagement and reduce bounce
rates. Then focus on ad testing to improve relevance to the query.
In 2017, Google began showing historical Quality Score data in the interface to help advertisers analyze how
changes affect their scores.
What is Ad Rank? Ad Rank determines the positions in which ads participating in the auction are shown. The
better the Ad Rank, the higher the position. The best Ad Rank gets the top ad position.
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It takes into account an ad’s Quality Score and the advertiser’s Max CPC, plus the expected click-through
rate (CTR) impact of the ad extensions and formats available. Here’s the basic formula:
Ad Rank = Ad quality score x Max CPC [+ a combination of other factors, including the context of
the search such as device and the expected impact of ad extensions]
How is CPC calculated? Ad Rank has a big impact on the actual cost-per-click (CPC). It’s often misstated
that advertisers pay one cent more than the advertiser in the spot below them. But that’s really just a piece
of the CPC calculation. CPC is calculated using this formula:
CPC = The Ad Rank of Advertiser Below/Quality Score + $0.01
In AdWords, because pricing is based in part on the Ad Rank of the next competitor, actual CPCs can vary
widely.
Here’s an example of what the ad auction looks like in practice:

Fig. 6 – A typical auction
Max Bid

Quality
Score

AdRank

Position

CPC
Calculation

Actual CPC

Advertiser 1

4

8

32

1

=27/8+.01

3.39

Advertiser 2

3

9

27

2

=24/9+.01

2.68

Advertiser 3

6

4

24

3

=16/4+.01

4.01

Advertiser 4

8

2

16

4

Ad Rank (Max CPC Bid x Quality Score) determines the position in which an ad is shown. The Ad Rank of the
ad below is factored into the actual CPC that an advertiser will pay if someone clicks on their ad.
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What you’ll need before you get started
PPC has proven to be a highly effective and efficient marketing channel for businesses of all sizes and
industries. However, it’s also very easy to waste a lot of money and have little to show for it. Before you start
your first campaign, there are some things you’ll need to prepare.
Goals: As with any marketing effort, it’s key to establish the business goals for your campaigns first. In PPC,
this is particularly important because those goals often inform the structure of your campaigns. One way to
structure your campaigns, for example, is to do so based on where people are in your marketing funnel.
Figure out what it is you want to achieve with your paid search campaigns: Is it to build awareness and
consideration among prospects? Generate leads? Sell products? Increase average order value? Upsell
existing customers? Increase loyalty? Drive app installs or in-app actions? Whatever your goals, map those
out first.
Adequate budget: Without a sufficient budget, your ads won’t show often. There are many ways to control
spend in AdWords, but doing it by limiting budget is just about the worst way to do so. It also means you
won’t get enough clicks or conversion data to learn and optimize your campaigns, let alone meet your
business goals.
Landing pages: The best campaign structure, the best ads and all the optimization levers in AdWords, Bing
Ads or any other platform won’t make a difference if you don’t have good landing pages. As mobile now
makes up a majority of searches and ad clicks, mobile landing page speed is a factor. It’s critical to have
landing pages load quickly on all devices and provide a good user experience that’s relevant to their search
query and provides an intuitive path to the action you want them to take.
In the Landing Pages report in the new AdWords interface, Google now shows a “Mobile-friendly click rate”
and “Valid AMP [Accelerated Mobile Pages] click rate” to give advertisers more visibility into how their
landing pages are performing on mobile. You can also check the mobile-friendliness of your pages with
Google’s test tool.
If your business goal is to acquire leads, but you don’t have a lead form or clear call to action on the landing
page, your campaigns probably won’t yield the results you want or the user behavior that signals a good
user experience to the search engines.
If your site sells baby products and your ad for the search query “baby stroller” takes a user to your home
page instead of the baby stroller category page, most visitors won’t spend time figuring out how to find
baby strollers on your site. Instead, users will click back to the search results, and that ad’s Quality Score will
suffer.
A testing mindset: Your campaigns may not meet your objectives right out of the gate. Successful search
campaigns require ongoing analysis, testing and optimization. From bidding to targeting to messaging
to landing page strategies, all play a role in performance. And because the search engines are constantly
testing and introducing new features themselves, there is a constant learning curve and opportunities to try
new things.
Dedicated resources (people): The size of your budget and complexity of your campaigns will dictate how
much time and talent you should dedicate to managing, analyzing and optimizing your paid search efforts.
It’s incredibly easy to waste money on PPC. Having the right talent in place and resources devoted to your
efforts will save money and headache.
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Tracking & measurement
Creating a new paid search account is the easy part: You’ll need a primary contact and a credit card. But,
well before you get started with launching a campaign, there are several foundational steps to take to ensure
you’ll get the tracking and reporting needed to gauge performance and optimize your campaigns.

Understanding the reporting metrics
There are several metrics you’ll need to understand when running and analyzing PPC campaigns.
Impressions: The number of times your ads were served in the search results.
Clicks: The number of times users clicked on or engaged with your ads.
Click-through rate (CTR): The percentage of people who clicked on your ad. It is calculated by dividing
clicks by impressions. CTR is a very important indicator of how well your ads are performing.
Average CPC: The average cost per click paid for the clicks received.
Average position: Where your ads appeared on the search results page (SERP.) The higher the position, the
greater the visibility you’ll have. Average position also indicates how your Ad Rank compares with other ads.
Conversions: The number of conversion actions your ads have generated. The actions to be tracked are set
up at the account level.
Conversion rate: The percentage of people who clicked on your ads and ended up converting.
Quality Score: Reported at the keyword level on a scale of 1 to 10, Quality Score is an indicator of how
relevant your ads, keywords and landing page are to the user. A higher Quality Score can mean lower CPCs
and better ad positions.
Dozens of other reporting metrics are available in AdWords, including the ability to create your own
reporting calculations in Custom columns. Below is a screen shot of the reporting columns available in the
interface (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7 – Reporting columns in AdWords

Dozens of reporting metrics are available at the campaign level in AdWords.

Conversion tracking: What can you measure?
With a snippet of code added to your website -- either directly or through tag managing software -- you’ll
be able to track the actions your visitors take after they click on your ad (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 – Conversion tracking in AdWords

The types of conversions that can be tracked in Google AdWords

In AdWords, there are four main types of conversions you can track:
1. Actions taken on your website: This is the most common method of conversion tracking, and we’ll
walk through it in more detail in the “Step-by-step: Setting up website conversion action tracking”
section below. Google provides the following categories for the types of website actions that can be
tracked: Purchase/sale, Sign-up, Lead, View of a key page, Other.
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2. App installs and in-app actions: If you are promoting an app,
you be able to track app conversions via your app analytics
platform. No surprise, AdWords integrates natively with
Google’s own Firebase app analytics platform and the Google
Play app store. But it’s also possible to pull in conversion data
from a third-party app analytics platform.
3. Phone calls: Many businesses have greater success at
educating prospects and closing deals over the phone
rather than through their websites. The search engines have
implemented several ways to drive phone calls from search ads.
There’s even a Call-only mobile ad format that prompts a call
and doesn’t link to the advertiser’s website at all. In AdWords,
you can set up phone conversion tracking from:
a. Clicks on call extensions or mobile call-only ads: You
must use Google forwarding numbers.
b. Calls to the phone number listed on your site or landing
page: After a user clicks on an ad and calls the phone
number on your website. This also requires the use of
Google forwarding numbers.
c. Clicks on the phone number listed on your mobile
website. You’ll need to add a tag to your mobile website
to track these clicks. Google forwarding numbers (see
sidebar) are not required.

What’s a Google
forwarding number?
A Google forwarding number is
used to by Google to track call
activity from AdWords ads. It’s a
unique temporary number that
Google assigns that forwards
to the advertiser’s actual phone
number. Google automatically
assigns this number when call
reporting is enabled. Whenever
possible, Google forwarding
numbers will have the same area
code as your business.
Tip: Before you launch your first
new campaign, look for a new
account coupon or voucher from
the search engines. You can
typically get the first $50 or $100
in ad clicks free.

4. Import (from other data sources): This is the newest way to track AdWords conversions captured by
other data sources, such as your analytics platform or a customer relationship management (CRM)
platform. The aim is to be able to account for conversions that happen “offline.” There are native
integrations with Google Analytics, Firebase and Salesforce. Advertisers can also upload a file or
conversions from other app analytics or clicks or calls from other CRM platforms.
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Step-by-step: Setting up website conversion action tracking
Below is screen shot of what the setup screen looks like for tracking website conversion actions. Let’s walk
through the steps you’ll need to take.

Fig. 9 – Website conversion action flow in AdWords

First, you’ll name the action. You’ll want this to be easily understood by anyone managing, reporting on or
evaluating your AdWords campaigns, so use a naming convention that will be will be clear to all parties.
Next, select the category that best describes the conversion action. Your choices are: Purchase/sale, Sign-up,
Lead, View of a key page, Other.
The value you choose will depend on the kind of conversion you’re tracking. If your business or client has
designated a specific value for a white paper download, for example, you can choose “Use the same value
for each conversion” and enter that value. An e-commerce site will typically want to use the total sale value,
which usually varies by customer. In this case, choose “Use different values for each conversion.” Note that
you’ll need to edit the conversion tag to track transaction-specific values. Or you may choose not to assign a
monetary value to a conversion at all.
Then you’ll choose how you want Google to count conversion actions taken by a user. An e-commerce site
will typically choose to count “Every” conversion, since a cumulative value is associated when a user makes
multiple purchases after clicking on an ad. A services business, however, likely wants to count three white
paper downloads from the same user as “One” conversion.
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Now, it’s time to choose a conversion window. A conversion window is the maximum time you want to count
a conversion after someone clicks or interacts with your ad. In other words, at what point does it no longer
make sense to give your PPC campaign credit for a conversion? Your conversion window will depend on
your sales cycle, and you may have different conversion windows lengths for different conversion actions.
For example, an insurance broker might set a seven-day conversion window for a quote request and a 90day (the maximum length) conversion window for a policy purchase.
The view-through conversion window is set at a default of one day. You likely will not change this, and it only
applies to display and video campaigns, not search campaigns. View-through conversions are counted when
a user converts after a display or video ad impression is viewable but not clicked on.
Most likely you’ll keep the box checked to include your conversion action in the “Conversions” column in
AdWords reporting, though you can opt out by unchecking it. The Conversions column is what AdWords
uses in its automated bidding, or Smart Bidding, algorithms. We’ll get into Smart Bidding further, but if you
want to measure an action and not have your bids optimized against that action -- say visits to a particular
page on your site -- you can uncheck this box.
In AdWords, you can set an Attribution model for each conversion event you create (Fig. 10). The default is
currently “Last click,” though this is likely to change. This setting determines how much credit each click is
given for your conversions. Attribution is addressed in greater detail in the next section.
Note that AdWords attribution models are not available for app and in-store conversions. They also aren’t
available for Display Network ads, including video.

Fig. 10 – Attribution models can vary by conversion action

Bing Ads Universal Event Tracking
Bing Ads tracking is called Universal Event Tracking (UET). The tracking snippet powers conversion tracking,
retargeting and audiences in the platform. When you set up Bing Ads (or if you have campaigns running
already), you’ll want to implement UET to take advantage of all of the features and insights Bing Ads has to
offer. Bing Ads will continue to build functionalities -- measurement and targeting -- that are powered by
UET, so do not ignore it.

Attribution and AdWords
Attribution models are designed to help marketers understand how their marketing efforts -- in this
case, search ads -- played a role in getting a user to convert. How do you know which keywords and ads
contributed to a conversion?
This question is increasingly important as users research and buy across multiple devices and channels (Fig. 11).
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It’s important to note that attribution models in AdWords only account for ad clicks and engagements on
Search and Shopping ads. No other touch points on the way to conversion are factored into the models.
Google has an enterprise product, Attribution 360, that brings conversion data from other channels in for
cross-channel modeling and is rolling out a free version of this product. The models are the same across all
properties.
Data-driven attribution is Google’s machine learning-powered model and requires campaigns have a
minimum number of clicks and conversions. Generally, an account must have at least 15,000 search clicks,
and a conversion action has to accrue at least 600 conversions within 30 days for the data-driven modeling
to begin running. Advertisers only see the data-driven option available in AdWords when it has enough data.

Fig. 11 - Attribution models available in Google

What’s the problem with last-click attribution?
Last-click has been the default attribution model for years, and Google is likely to finally kill it off within a
year. Why? It simply allocates 100 percent of the credit for a conversion to the last activity, in this case, the
last AdWords ad a user clicked or engaged with before converting.
Why is this a problem? Typically, users don’t click one ad and convert. Instead there may be two, three, four
or more ad interactions -- across multiple devices -- before a conversion occurs.
Consider the following scenario: A user searches for “tax preparation software.” She clicks on an ad from
LoopholeTaxPrep.com (not a real site.) She then goes back to search to comparison-shop. She then searches
for “online tax software reviews” and clicks on an ad that leads to LoopholeTaxPrep.com’s reviews page. A
couple of days later, she’s ready to buy, searches the brand name Loophole Tax Prep, clicks on the brand’s ad
and converts.
There have been three ad clicks to the site throughout the process. In a last-click attribution model, the
brand ad would get all of the credit. The non-brand ads would get none, and their contributions to the
conversion would be invisible to the advertiser. In AdWords, the non-brand ads will have spent money but
show no conversion outcomes.
The advertiser could end up overvaluing the brand ad and undervaluing the higher-funnel non-brand ads,
then lower bids or cut budget on those non-brand campaigns. This is why there has been a significant push
to move away from using last-click attribution.
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Setting up your account
When you set up AdWords, each business or client will need to have its own account. This is where payment
information, key contact information and permissions access are housed.
For text ads, Google permits just one ad per website to appear in the search results for a better user
experience. (Shopping ads are an exception, where multiple related products from the same seller may
appear in the results.) Don’t try to game the system by setting up multiple accounts in order to show more
than one ad in the results. It’s a policy violation that won’t end well.

Fig. 12 – Account setup

The account setup sections can be located from the Tool icon in the upper right menu in AdWords.

In Billing & Payments, you’ll set up your credit card and contact information. There is an invoicing option, but
you’ll need to contact Google to set this up.
Business data is an area that you’ll come back to after setting up your account. This is where ad extension
feeds, as well as ad customizer data, dynamic display ad feeds and page feeds are housed.

Linked accounts
Before you launch your first campaigns, you’ll want to link your accounts from other Google services in order
to transfer data back and forth between them.
The following Google services were linkable at the time this guide was written:
• Google Analytics
• Google Firebase
• Google Play
• Google Hotel Ads Center
• Google Merchant Center
• YouTube
• Search Console
• Ads Data Hub
If you use Google Analytics, this is particularly important. You’ll be able to import conversion goals and
audiences from Analytics into AdWords. From Analytics, you’ll be able to analyze your AdWords campaign
performance, compare it to other channels and most importantly, understand how people who click on your
ads behave when they get to your site.
Linking Google Search Console will enable you to import organic search results, compare your organic and
paid coverage and see how your ads and organic listings perform together and alone.
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Google shares signed-in user data across its services. Linking your YouTube channel to AdWords will not
only allow you to run video campaigns on YouTube, it also will enable you to build retargeting lists of people
who watch your videos and measure engagement on your video ads.
The newest option is Ads Data Hub, which is an enterprise platform that is only available to some advertisers
at this time. If you link your Ads Data Hub account to AdWords, you’ll make campaign data available to thirdparty vendors and agencies for verification and/or analysis.
In addition to Google services, certain third-party app analytics can be linked to AdWords.
If you use Salesforce, you can link those accounts to import sales lead and funnel data into AdWords to
optimize your campaigns based on outcomes that occur after a lead comes in from an ad click.

Account settings
After you finish the account setup steps, there is another very important Account Settings tab. Click on
Settings toward the bottom of the left-hand navigation, and then click the Account Settings tab as shown
below.

Fig. 13 – AdWords account settings

Account settings are located from the left-hand navigation menu in AdWords.

Tracking Template If you’re using a third-party analytics platform, this is where you can add tracking
parameters that will apply to your entire account (There are also options to add tracking templates at
the campaign, ad group and keyword levels). This is also where you can add account level ValueTrack
parameters to track more about the clicks on your ads in either Google Analytics or a third-party analytics
platform.
Auto-tagging: If you’re using Google Analytics, be sure to link your accounts as discussed in the previous
section, and then enable Auto-tagging from this section. Auto-tagging will automatically append the UTM
codes that Google Analytics relies on to ingest and categorize campaign information. If you don’t enable
auto-tagging and don’t manually add UTM tracking to your destination URLs, all of your AdWords campaign
data will show up as Google/organic traffic in Google Analytics.
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Content exclusions: This pertains to display and video campaigns and allows you to opt out of showing your
Display Network and YouTube ads on certain categories of websites and videos.
Ad suggestions: Ad suggestions was introduced in March 2018. Google will automatically create and apply
ad suggestions in your ad groups -- particularly ad groups that only have one ad https://searchengineland.
com/google-adwords-automated-ad-suggestions-beta-281924. It’s now enabled in accounts by default,
so if you don’t want this feature, this is the place to turn it off. When enabled, Google will automatically
apply the suggested ads after 14 days unless you choose to dismiss them or apply them sooner from the
Recommendations page.
Message reporting: If you’re using message extensions (page 25), you’ll want to turn this on to get reporting
on how the extension is performing as well as details about the messages you received.

Manager Accounts for managing multiple accounts
If you will be managing multiple AdWords accounts, a Manager Account (formerly called a Master Client
Center or MCC) is incredibly helpful. Agencies can house their individual client accounts under an umbrella
Master Account. A company with multiple business units or distinct brands and websites can house them
in a Manager Account (www.google.com/adwords/myclientcenter). The other, rarer, example is when a
company’s account becomes so large it hits the account limits and another account has to be created and
linked (If this happens, you’ll need to work with Google to accommodate you).
In a Manager Account, you can get a dashboard view of all your clients or in-house accounts in one place.
You can link existing accounts to a Manager Account or create new accounts from within a Manager
Account.
Important note: Bing also has a version of a master account designed primarily for agencies. If you’re at an
agency and need to set up a new Bing Ads account for a client, set it up outside of the master account, and
then go through the linking process. If you create a new account from within an agency account, it cannot
be unlinked later.
Other benefits of a Manager Account in AdWords include the ability to set up negative keyword lists that
can be applied to multiple accounts and to create audiences that can be shared across accounts.

Fig. 14 – Audience management at the Master Account level in AdWords
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If you think list-sharing across accounts sounds like a potential privacy issue, you’re right. From the AdWords
help page:
Important: When sharing remarketing lists across accounts, remember that you may be sharing
confidential or proprietary data. You should only share remarketing lists with other accounts if you have
obtained permission from accounts that own them and such sharing doesn’t violate any agreements you
have with those accounts.
For additional requirements and details about remarketing lists for search ads, see the Policy for
remarketing lists for search ads.
It’s not just the accounts themselves you need to get permission from. In light of the EU’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) https://martechtoday.com/guide/gdpr-the-general-data-protectionregulation, you may also need to verify that each business has acquired the proper user consent to target
that list of users.

Search campaign structure
Here is a simple view of the structure and content of a PPC account (Fig. 15). Each account will hold multiple
campaigns. Each Search text ad campaign then has multiple ad groups. It’s at the ad group level that
keywords and ads are organized.

Fig. 15 - Basic PPC account structure hierarchy:
Master Account
(optional)

Account

Account

Campaign-Search
non-brand

Ad Group #1

Ad Group #2

Keywords

Ads &
Landing Pages
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Campaign structure is one of the most critical pieces of a successful
PPC effort. There are hundreds -- maybe thousands -- of ways to
consider structuring your campaigns.
However, there are best practices every advertiser should follow:
1. Create a separate Search campaign for brand keywords. Your
brand campaign(s) will perform quite differently from your
non-brand campaigns because users are already familiar with
the company at some level. You’ll want to be able to budget,
manage and report on brand separately from non-brand.
a. Be sure to add your brand keywords as negative
keywords in your non-brand campaigns to ensure all
brand traffic goes through your brand campaign.
2. Don’t target more than one network in one campaign. Keep
Search and Display Network campaigns separate.
3. Create a campaign structure that will support your goals.
Your non-brand campaigns might be organized by stage of the
marketing funnel, conversion action type, product or service
type, geographic targeting and more. The key is to map out a
structure that maps to your goals and business objectives.

Here’s one back-of-the-envelope
way to determine if you have
designated enough budget for
your campaign structure: The
Keyword Planner tools in Bing Ads
and Google AdWords provide an
estimated cost per click (CPC) for
keywords related to your business.
Based on your own conversion rate
estimates, you can figure out how
many clicks you’ll need to get an
acceptable volume of conversion
actions. Multiply that number of
clicks by the average CPC provided
in the tool to get a sense of the
budget you’ll need. Remember that
this truly will be an estimate; the
CPCs provided in the tools may
vary -- higher or lower -- than your
actual CPCs.

Be prepared to allocate adequate budget to each of those
campaigns/goals or consider either trimming or condensing the number of campaigns, at least at the start.

Fig. 16 – Keyword planner tool in AdWords

Navigate to Keyword Planner in AdWords from the Tool icon in your account.

After you add keywords to the plan in the Keyword ideas section of the Keyword Planner, the Plan overview
page will provide estimates for click volume at a budget and maximum CPC (Fig. 17). Again, this is just an
estimate and a rough guide, but it’s a place to start.
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Fig. 17 – Keyword plan overview in AdWords

To aid in budget estimating, the keyword planners can give you a sense of the click volume
and CPCs you might expect from a set of keywords.

4. Consider the resources you have available for ongoing management. The more campaigns you have,
the more time-consuming the management will be.
5. Settle on a naming convention that will be clear to anyone managing the campaigns now and in the
future. Map this out in a spreadsheet that is available to everyone on the team.
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Keywords: Research & match types
When you’re just getting started, it’s usually not necessary to do exhaustive keyword research. Looking back
at your campaign goals, consider the ways people will be searching for your products or services based on
where they are in the customer journey, from broad informational to pain point-based to solution-based to
product name and brand keywords. Then group these into themes, which will then become your ad groups.
Negative keywords: Also consider the words you don’t want your ads to show for, and list them as negative
keywords. Negative keywords can be set at the account, campaign or ad group level. There will be words
you never want your ads to trigger for, so you will also add a keyword as a negative in another campaign or
ad group to keep a search query from triggering ads in multiple campaigns or ad groups.
Keyword research tools: Bing Ads and AdWords have Keyword Planners for conducting keyword research that
provides search volume, cost per click and conversion estimates within your account. Bing Ads Intelligence
is a powerful, free Excel-based tool. And there are many other free and paid keyword research tools, as
well as many other places to get ideas, such as the related searches shown on Google and Bing search
results, Amazon, Pinterest, customer reviews and more. Talk to people in other areas of your company, too.
What words do sales reps hear from prospective customers? What words do account managers hear from
customers? What problems are they looking to solve? What words are your competitors using?
Match types: One of the best ways to manage budget and qualify traffic in Search is through keyword match
types. The search engines give advertisers even more control over when their ads will be triggered by a
search query with keyword match types. There are four match types, in the order of most to least restrictive:
Exact: Exact match keywords are formatted with brackets around them: [bicycle chain], [bike chain].
Despite the name, exact match isn’t exactly exact. Google allows close variants, including misspellings,
plural/singular, changes in word order and function words to match to an exact-match keyword unless the
meaning is changed. Google still prioritizes identical matching keywords, though.
Phrase: Phrase-match keywords are formatted with quotes around them: “bicycle chain,” “bike chain.” With
phrase match, word order matters. Google will only trigger your ad if the search query uses the same word
order as the keyword. However, it will also match to queries that have other words before or after the phrase.
For example, a search for “my bicycle chain broke” will trigger the phrase match keyword “bicycle chain,” but
a search for “new chain for bicycle” will not.
Broad Match Modified (BMM): This is a great match type for prospecting new keywords while maintaining
some control over what queries trigger your ads. BMM allows you to signal to Google which words in a
keyword phrase with modifiers really matter. You do this by adding a plus sign (+) in front of those important
words. For example: gourmet +blueberry +jam.
The keywords +blueberry and +jam can match to plurals, misspellings and very similar words, but gourmet may
be ignored entirely. If you removed the plus sign in front of blueberry, your ad could trigger for any flavor of jam,
for example.
Broad: With BMM, there are few reasons to use broad match keywords (and notice, this is the default when you
add keywords). Broad match keywords can trigger ads on search queries that Google deems relevant, even if they
aren’t keywords in the ad group. This can yield some good insights and lots of data on the ways users are searching
for your products or services. It can also make for some pretty wacky matching and requires you to keep a close
eye on your search term reports. However, in addition to keyword research, broad match can be useful if your
keywords have low search volume because the product or service serves a small audience or you’re targeting a
limited geography.
How to use match types: You can use any and all of the four match types available for the same keyword,
even within the same ad group. Google will show the keyword with the highest Ad Rank, so you want to
structure your bids accordingly, with exact set the highest, then phrase, followed by BMM, and finally, broad.
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If your budget is tight, you’ll likely want to use exact match more heavily. BMM and broad match keywords
are going to trigger for more search queries, and thus spend more. So take your budget into account when
considering what match types to use.

Ad groups
Campaigns are made up of one or more ad groups. Ad groups are just that: groups of ads that are targeted
to a set of related keywords. This helps you group related keywords and write ads around a common theme.
Each ad also includes the landing page you want to take users to after they click.
Just as you’ll want to map out your campaign structure, it’s critically important to chart your ad group
structure with the keywords you want to target and exclude, several versions of ad copy and the landing
pages that best relate to the keywords. Each ad group should be tied to the goal of the campaign.
The keywords should be tightly themed, and the ad copy should then be closely related to the keywords in
the ad group and properly reflect the intent of those search queries. This is critical for achieving high Quality
Scores.
For example, a retailer that sells several different types of shoes would not want to have “high heels” and
“running shoes” in the same ad group. They’d want to write distinct ad copy for each of those products.
And they’ll want people who search for “high heels” to land on a page of high heels and people who search
“running shoes” to land on a page featuring the running shoes they offer.

Search query report
Once your campaigns have run for a time, you’ll be able to see exactly which search terms triggered your
ads. Search query reports will help you see whether your keywords are grouped properly, if there are
keywords you can add to the group (or add as negative keywords), and if you should further segment
keywords into multiple ad groups and write ad copy more tailored to those groups.

Text ad copy
Text ads consist of two headlines, a description, display URL paths, destination URL and ad extensions.
Below is the new text ad template in AdWords (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18 – Text ad templates (mobile)
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Headlines: Each headline can have up to 30 characters (including spaces). They appear on one line at
the top of the ad, separated by a pipe or dash. This is the most prominent part of your ad and your key
opportunity to catch the searcher’s attention. You’ll want your headline to reflect the search intent and set it
apart from the other ads with an offer, benefit or feature.
Description: The description can be up to 80 characters long. You can experiment with length and content,
but be sure the description reflects the search intent.
Display path: The display URL will automatically be set to the domain from the final/destination URL. You
can then set up to two paths of 15 characters each that show after the URL. For example, an ad showing on
the search term “women’s jeans” might use one path of /jeans or two paths of /womens/jeans.
Final URL: This is the destination or landing page users will come to after clicking your ad. Be sure the
landing page is relevant to the search query and provides a good user experience. The best search ads in the
world can’t save a bad landing page.

Ad copy testing & best practices
Your ad with the highest click-through rate may not have the best conversion rate, but you’ll pay less per
click and rank higher in the search results with ads that have better-than-average click-through rates. Ad
testing is a key aspect of search marketing, but it is changing significantly as the search engines rely more
heavily on machine learning to determine which ads to serve.
Google recommends adding at least three ads to every ad group. At a minimum, you’ll want two ad versions in
each ad group. Even with Google’s guidance, ad testing remains an important -- and evolving -- part of PPC.

Ad extensions
Ad extensions provide more information with your ad. There are many different kinds of ad extensions, and
the search engines are regularly introducing new types. Ad extensions are served dynamically based on
context such as device and location and in combinations predicted to improve click-through rates.
Ads in position one -- the top ad position -- will be eligible for more ad extensions to show with the ad.
Below is an example of a search for “mother’s day flowers.”

Fig. 19 – Ad extensions

In 2013, Google added ad extensions into its Ad Rank calculation, meaning the extensions you use will
factor into the price you pay per click and the position your ads show in the search results. And Ad Rank
determines whether ad extensions will show with your ads. Highly relevant extensions can lead to lower
CPCs and a higher position on the page. For this reason, advertisers are encouraged to use every relevant ad
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extension in their campaigns. Google will generate some extensions dynamically, such as Sitelinks, if they’re
not setup in your campaigns.
A big benefit of extensions is that they allow you to add more information and promote things like events,
special offers and more without having to create new ads.

Types of ad extensions:
Sitelink extensions: These are clickable extensions that link to other pages on your site. The number of
sitelinks that may show with your ads will vary between two to six on desktop and up to eight on mobile in
a swipeable carousel. For ads in the top position, sitelinks may also appear in a list format. Sitelinks may be
added at the account, campaign or ad group level. A description is optional. These used to show primarily
on brand searches only, but they are increasingly displaying on non-brand searches in the top position, so it
can be worthwhile to add these. Google may also generate descriptions dynamically based on landing page
content associated with the sitelinks. You can create mobile-specific sitelinks, and sitelinks can be scheduled
to show on specific dates, days of the week or times of day.
Callout extensions: Callouts are not clickable. They’re intended to highlight offers and benefits to users.
Some examples of callouts include “Free Shipping,” “Free Returns,” “Shop Our New Arrivals,” “Free
Monogram,” “Quality Construction,” “Live Expert Help,” “Affordable Pricing” and “Money-back Guarantee.”
Anywhere from two to six callouts can display with your ad on mobile or desktop. They can be set at the
account, campaign or ad group level and can be scheduled.
Structured snippet extension: These are not clickable. They are meant to highlight aspects of the products
or services you offer. Structured snippet extensions are formatted with a header, chosen from a list of
options such as “Amenities,” “Courses” and “Styles” and a list of values that correspond to the header you
choose. One header will show on mobile, but two headers may show on desktop. They can be set at the
account, campaign or ad group level and can be scheduled. Google recommends adding at least four values
per header and setting up at least two sets of structured snippets.
Here are a couple of examples of structured snippet extensions:
From tax software site ad -- Types: Federal E-file, State E-file, Business E-file, Prior Year Returns
From a clothing retailer’s ad on a search for “women’s jeans” -- Styles: Skinny, Straight, Flare, Jeggings
Call extension: Call extensions append a phone number to your ad. On mobile, users can tap to call directly
from the extension. If you don’t have call extensions set up, Google may display an automated call extension
using the number on your website. Call extensions can be scheduled to show only when your phones are
staffed. Calls from call extensions can be counted as conversions when you turn on call reporting in your
account. Call extensions can be set at the account, campaign or ad group level.
Message extension: These display only on mobile devices capable of sending and receiving text messages.
The business number must also be able to send and receive text messages. You create a message that
populates when a user clicks on the message extension from their phone. For example, the message might
be “Please text me with more information” or “I’d like to schedule a demo. Please text me back.” You’re
charged when someone clicks on the message icon in your ad, not when they send the text. Message
extensions can be set at the account, campaign and ad group level.
Location extension: If you have physical locations, you’ll want to use location extensions. The first step is to
link your Google My Business account to your AdWords account. Location extensions can show in Search
and Google Maps, as well as in display and video ads. In Search, location extensions can show the location
and phone number or a clickable “Call” icon on mobile. On mobile, users will also see the distance to the
location. Users can also click to a details page showing the location’s hours, ratings, photos and directions.
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Affiliate location extension: Brands and manufacturers that sell products in retail chains can enable affiliate
location extensions to help users find their products at nearby locations. In the US, there are currently more
than 80 chains available for affiliate location extensions. Affiliate location extensions are also available for
auto dealers.
Price extension: These are clickable extensions that highlight prices for services or products you offer. As many
as eight price extension cards can show on mobile. Below is an example of how they may appear on desktop,
with a drop-down to see more (Fig. 20). In this ad, H&R Block shows prices for its menu of service offerings.

Fig. 20 – Price extensions

Price extensions can be used to highlight service and product category offerings.

Each price extension includes a customizable header and description of up to 25 characters each. Google
recommends setting up at least five price extension items. You can also set these up in bulk with a
spreadsheet template.
App extension: These are clickable links that give users a way to get to your mobile app listing in either
the Google Play or Apple App Store from a text ad (the ad headline still goes to the website). Note: This
extension is not meant to replace app promotion ads for driving app downloads. Google automatically
detects the user’s device type and will only show app extensions on appropriate devices. Only one app
extension will display with an ad. App extensions can be set up at the account, campaign or ad group level.
Promotion extension: If you have a sale or offer, a promotion extension can be a good way to highlight it.
Promotion extensions are clickable and appear with a price tag icon and can include up to two lines of text
about the promotion (Fig. 21).
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Fig. 21 – Promotion extensions

A promotion extension for “20% off Outdoor Furniture”

You can opt to choose an occasion, such as Mother’s Day or Black Friday, from a drop-down list. With this
option, the promotion dates are set automatically. Black Friday promotions will show only from October 15
to December 15, for example. If you don’t choose an occasion, you’ll be able to set your own start and end
dates or let the promotion extension run continuously. Promotion extensions can be set up at the account,
campaign or ad group level.
Image extensions (Bing only): Advertisers can upload up to six images at the account, campaign or ad
group level to display with their search ads. Each image can link to a specific landing page.
Visual sitelinks (AdWords beta): Google has been testing its version of image-based sitelinks since 2016.
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Setting up a Search campaign
Campaign types
When you add a new campaign in AdWords, you’ll see the full menu of campaign types: Search, Display,
Shopping, Video and Universal App. (Fig. 22). Click the Search option.

Fig. 22 – Selecting campaign type

Search campaign settings
The primary settings at the campaign level include:
• Campaign type.
• Daily budget.
• Location targeting.
• Bidding method.
• Ad rotation & scheduling.
When you create a new Search campaign in AdWords, you’ll be asked to select a goal of sales, leads or
website traffic (Fig. 23). When you select a goal, Google will show recommended settings and features.
However, you can also opt to set up a campaign without a goal and without seeing step-by-step
recommendations. No matter which option you choose, Google will ask if the goal is to get website visits,
phone calls or app downloads, but this is optional.

Fig. 23 – Selecting campaign goal

Choose to set up a campaign with guided recommendations by selecting a goal, or choose to go through the setup
without a stated goal.
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Here’s a walk-through of the Search campaign settings when no goal is set. Be sure to look closely at every
setting.
Network selection
It is best practice to separate Search and Display campaigns because they are entirely different advertising
environments. Only in very rare circumstances will an advertiser want to run a campaign on both Search and
Display networks. So, your first step is to check ‘No’ under “Add Display Network.” (Fig. 24)

Fig. 24 – Selecting campaign network

Check this box
You may instead see an opt-in box under Display Network already checked in the interface. If so, simply
uncheck that box to opt out of the Display Network.
Location targeting
The next setting is Location. This is where you say where you want your ads to show.
If you sell your products and services throughout the United States, for example, you can select that option.

Fig. 25 – Location targeting in AdWords

Location targeting can get much more than country, however. You can choose “Enter another location” and
enter a state or province, city, neighborhood, postal code and more. If there are areas within those target
locations where you don’t want ads to appear, you can also choose to exclude those areas here.
Click “Advanced search” to add multiple locations or target a radius around an area. If you have physical
locations and have linked your Google My Business account to your AdWords account, you can set your
campaign to show ads within a specific radius around each of your locations (Fig. 26).
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Fig. 26 – Advanced settings for location targeting in AdWords

Show ads within a radius around your locations in Google My Business when the accounts are linked.

Once your campaign is set up, you can refine how much you’re willing to pay for clicks in particular areas
within your target locations with bid modifiers.
Next, choose the languages your customers speak. With language settings, you can restrict where your ads
can appear based on the user’s language settings and the language of the site.
Daily budgeting
Budgets are set at a daily spend level; this is an average, not a maximum. There may be times when the daily
budget isn’t met and others when the daily budget overspends -- by as much as twice the daily budget.
Google will balance it out so that you don’t spend more than the daily budget times the average number of
days in a month (30.4). This allows the campaigns to account for lulls and spikes in daily search activity.
Managing spend by limiting your budget -- meaning your ads will not show all day -- is not ideal. You want
to avoid seeing the “Limited by budget” notice in your campaigns.
Many businesses operate with set monthly or quarterly media budgets. Sometimes a campaign might have
its own budget line, but often paid search gets one monthly budget. For example, if you’re given a monthly
budget of $10,000 to spend on PPC, you’ll need to then decide how to split it between the search engines
and how much budget to give each campaign.
This is why budgeting often drives how you organize your campaigns. If you organize your campaigns by
stage of the marketing funnel or conversion type, you can set budgets based on how much each is worth
to your business or based on how much click volume you’ll need to meet your goals. On the other hand,
you may have distinct budgets allocated by product type, brand or offer. Segmenting those into distinct
campaigns will then allow you to control those budgets.
Shared Budgets
There is also a Shared Budget option available in both AdWords and Bing Ads. Available from the Shared
Library, Shared Budgets allow you to allocate one budget across multiple campaigns. The search engines will
automatically adjust how the budget is allocated. With a Shared Budget, If one campaign underspends, the
leftover daily budget can be used by other campaigns.
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Delivery method
Within the budget setting, you can choose if you want AdWords to pace how often your ads are shown,
using Delivery method (Fig. 27).
With the Standard option, your budget is spent evenly throughout the day (or times when your ads are
scheduled to show). This means your ads can be seen throughout the day, but they may not show at every
opportunity as Google holds back delivery to ensure the budget lasts. This may also mean your entire
budget isn’t used because Google’s algorithm is using historical data to predict how often the ads will be
triggered to show and how much the clicks will cost.
With the Accelerated option, delivery isn’t optimized to help your budget last through the day, but instead
it’s aimed at ensuring ads will show as often as the auction allows. It’s more likely your entire daily budget
will be met.
The drawback of Accelerated is that if your budget is limited, your ads may stop showing early or midway
through the day, and you’ll miss out on reaching people later in the day. Your ads won’t start showing again
until the next day, when the daily budget gets reset.
The advantage of Accelerated delivery is that your ads will show more often, and you’ll likely get more clicks.
It also allows you to account for peaks and lulls in daily search volumes more easily.

Fig. 27 – Budget and delivery method settings in AdWords

You can change this setting at any point if you decide to try a different delivery method.

Bidding method
The next campaign setting is called bidding, but it’s really about setting the type of bidding you’ll use in the
campaign.

Fig. 28 – Bidding settings in AdWords
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Google is keen to get advertisers to select one of its automated bidding solutions rather than set bids
manually.
The Bidding section defaults to a guided walk-through based on your other campaign settings (Fig. 28).
To see all of the bid strategy options available, click “Select a bid strategy directly” at the bottom. You’ll see
all of the automated options listed at the top and the Manual CPC option at the very bottom (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29 - Campaign bidding options in AdWords

Smart Bidding strategies
Within the group of automated bid strategies is a subset of Smart Bidding strategies. These each rely
on machine learning algorithms, which means they use historical data to predict conversion outcomes.
They need a sizeable amount of historical data to make these predictions and set bids to meet conversion
or conversion value targets. The bids are made in real time at each auction based on lots of signals,
including the user’s device, browser, location and location intent and demographics, whether they are on a
remarketing list, the day and time of day and more. AdWords conversion tracking must be set up for Smart
Bidding strategies to work for Search campaigns.
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Smart Bidding strategies:
• Target CPA (cost per acquisition): You set your target CPA -- how much you’re willing to spend for a
conversion -- and Google will aim to set bids to meet that CPA target on average. It works best for
advertisers that have had at least 30 conversions within the past 30 days
• Target ROAS (return on ad spend): This strategy aims to maximize revenue or conversion value based on
the target return on ad spend you set. The ROAS formula is: Conversion value ÷ ad spend x 100%. It works
best for accounts that have had at least 50 conversions within the past 30 days.
• Maximize Conversions: This is the newest Smart Bidding option. It’s meant to yield the greatest number of
conversions and will aim to spend the full daily budget.
• Enhanced CPC (ECPC): This strategy raises the max CPC bid in auctions that the algorithm predicts are
more likely to convert and lowers the bid in auctions deemed less likely to convert. In May 2017, Google
removed the 30 percent bid cap on ECPC and instead aims to achieve an average CPC that’s below the
max CPC over time. It works best for advertisers that have had at least 30 conversions within the past 30
days. And ECPC can also be used with manual bidding.
Portfolio strategy
You may have several campaigns using the same target CPA or ROAS settings. With a portfolio strategy, a
single strategy can be applied across multiple campaigns (You also used to be able to apply bid strategies at
the ad group and keyword levels, but that was phased out in November 2017).
You can create a portfolio strategy when creating a new campaign, in campaign settings or in the Shared
Library.
Additional settings
In the next set of settings, you can:
• Choose a start and end date if desired. If you do not select a start date, the campaign will activate
when you hit “Save” at the end of the setup process. If you do not select an end date, the campaign will
continue to run indefinitely.
• Add ad extensions. These can also be added later, along with ad copy and keywords.
• Assign audiences and more. Again, it’s not necessary to add audience targeting during the initial setup.
This can be added later when you build out the campaign.
Be sure to click the “Additional settings” link at the bottom of the settings page! Here you’ll find more
extension options and settings for ad rotation, ad scheduling, location options among others.
Ad rotation
In August 2017, Google threw a wrench in the way advertisers had been accustomed to running ad tests in
AdWords and trimmed the options for ad rotation settings. Learn more about this change and the history
that preceded it.
There are now two ad rotation options (Fig. 30):
Optimize: This option uses machine learning to determine which ad shows.
Do not optimize: With this setting, the ads show in (relatively) even rotation for as long as the campaign
runs.
Below these two options, there are two deprecated options that are still shown in the interface. “Optimize
for conversions” also relied on machine learning. “Rotate evenly” could be set for 90 days, after which point
Google would begin automating the rotation, giving preference to ads with the higher click-through rates.
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Fig. 30 – Ad rotation settings in AdWords

By choosing the “Do not optimize” setting, advertisers are able to manually run A/B ad tests and to measure
performance against whichever metrics they choose.
Google, however, has strongly encouraged advertisers to select the optimized option and has moved away
from A/B testing in which two ads run in each ad group. Instead, Google recommends advertisers run at
least three ads per ad group and gauge success by looking at ad group-level metrics rather than those of
individual ads. This is a big shift from the A/B testing best practices most advertisers have used since PPC’s
earliest days.
If you want to manually run your own ad tests (and many advertisers do), rather than rely on Google’s
algorithms to get it right, you can choose “Do not optimize,” but you won’t have access to other
functionalities, such as Smart Bidding strategies. (We expect the day to come when “Do not optimize” is no
longer an option.)
With “Optimize,” the default is for Google to optimize for clicks. If you want to optimize for conversions,
you’ll need to use one of the Smart Bidding strategies discussed above.
Ad scheduling
At the campaign level, you can set the days and times you want your ads to appear (Fig. 31). Times are
based on the time zone of your account. In the example below, the times will be based on the Central Time
zone. You’ll want to consider the span of time zones in the regions you are targeting in your campaigns.

Fig. 31 – Set ads to run on specific days and times

For example, if you set your ads in a campaign targeted to the United States to stop showing at 5 p.m.
Central Time, your ads will stop showing at 3 p.m. on the West Coast and 6 p.m. on the East Coast.
You may know from your analytics what days and times perform best for your business from other channels
and would like to start with those settings. If not, you can let your ads run without a schedule and make
adjustments after your campaigns have accrued enough data.
If your budget is limited, having ads show only during your most productive days and times of day can be a
good way to help manage your budget.
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Location options
“Location options” is a setting that’s easy to overlook but may keep you from wasting money if you change
the default setting. The settings are based on where Google determines users are likely located or the
locations where they show interest (Fig. 32).
The “Target” option is set to target people in, or who show interest in, your targeted locations. That means
that someone located in Australia who searches for “dog leashes united states” will see ads from dog leash
sellers with accounts set to target the United States. This may be fine for advertisers that ship to Australia,
but if an advertiser only ships domestically, she’ll want to choose “People in your targeted locations” and
not waste paying for clicks from outside of her shipping area. On the other hand, a hotel in Boston may be
perfectly willing to pay for clicks from someone in the UK looking for “boston hotels”.

Fig. 32 – Default settings for location options
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Ads automation
The search engines have been incorporating artificial intelligence and machine learning at all levels of paid
search from bid simulators to ad copy. Google, in particular, has been moving toward automating the ad
creation and testing process. There are several options for automating ad creative.

Dynamic Search Ads
At the very bottom of the campaign setup workflow is the option to enable Dynamic Search Ads for the
campaign. Though it’s buried at the bottom, Dynamic Search Ads (DSAs) is actually subtype of Search
campaign.
DSA campaigns don’t require keywords or ad headlines. Instead, Google will automatically use page titles
and content on your website to match to relevant search queries. Google dynamically generates headlines
for your ads matched to what it determines is the most relevant landing page on your site to the search
query. You have control over the description in the ads.
DSAs can help expand the universe of keywords that trigger your ads. You can then add keywords found
in the search terms report for your DSA campaigns as positive or negative keywords in your other Search
campaigns.
If your site content changes often or is dynamically generated, DSAs are not recommended.

Fig. 33 – Dynamic search ads

There are three different targeting source options for DSAs (Fig. 33).
1. The default is to use Google’s index of your site. With this option, all pages on your website that
Google can crawl become eligible landing pages, including subdomains.
If you use this option, the default method to narrow the pages you want to target and set bids to is by
selecting content categories represented on your site. Google will recommend categories based on the
content it has indexed on your site.
The other option for targeting specific pages is to create rules for keywords included in the URLs,
pages or page titles of your site.
You can also exclude pages or content from triggering DSAs. For example, you won’t want to promote
products that are out of stock. Adding exclusions for the terminology used on your site such as “out of
stock” or “sold out” will keep those pages from triggering Dynamic Search Ads.
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2. The “URLs” option gives you more control over potential landing pages used for DSAs. Upload a
spreadsheet of the URLs you want to designate as eligible landing pages. You can also add custom
labels in the page feed spreadsheet to group pages together for creating ad targets by label.
3. The third option is a combination of both Google’s index and your page feed. In the Search Terms
report, you’ll see both the query and the landing page that triggered your ad. Additionally, you can
see the headline that Google dynamically created for the ad. From this report, you can add either the
search terms or the landing page as negatives (Fig. 34).

Fig. 34 – Negative ad target rules for Dynamic Search Ads

Within the text ad creation workflow, there are several other ways to add automation to text ads:
Dynamic keyword insertion (DKI)
With dynamic keyword insertion, you can customize your ads to automatically include the keyword
that matches the searcher’s query. With DKI, the keyword that matches the user’s search query will be
automatically inserted into the ad. The aim is to make your ad more relevant to users and increase clickthrough rates.
The code for DKI is simply formatted as {KeyWord: Your Phrase} for sentence case. If a user’s search term
is too long to fit within the character limit, Google will automatically insert the text you include within the
keyword insertion code.
For example, a clothing retailer has an ad group for women’s jeans with the keywords:
• women’s skinny jeans.
• sale skinny womens jeans.
• skinny womens jeans ripped.
They set up an ad with DKI in the first headline as: Sale On {KeyWord:All Women’s Jeans} (using Title case
syntax in KeyWord will capitalize every word).
If a user searches for “women’s skinny jeans,” the headline will display as “Sale on Women’s Skinny Jeans”
with the keyword bolded.
DKI can work well, but it can also lead to awkward-looking ads. For example, if someone searched “sale skinny
womens jeans,” that ad headline would appear as “Sale on Sale Womens Skinny Jeans.” Not ideal. For this
reason, it’s important to work through how each keyword in your ad group will read when inserted where
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you’re using DKI in your ads. Be sure to proofread and consider all the syntax variations that could occur.
If the search query doesn’t match a keyword or the keyword is too long to fit in the headline or description,
the ad will show the default text.
Be very careful not to use DKI with ad groups that include competitors’ names as keywords. Otherwise, you
could end up with trademark violations. DKI works best in ad groups that have tightly themed keywords. In
AdWords, you can trigger the Keyword Insertion setup tool by typing a brace --“{“ --into the area of the text
ad where you want the keyword inserted.

Fig. 35 – Setting capitalization for DKI keywords in AdWords

Set the capitalization for your DKI keywords in the AdWords workflow or manually by typing KeyWord (title case),
Keyword (sentence case) or keyword (lower case).

DKI can be used in headlines, descriptions and display URLs.
Countdown customizers
“Just 3 days left to buy your tickets!” Countdowns make it easy to inject a sense of urgency into your ads by
showing the time left until a sale ends or an event starts, for instance. Countdown customizers automatically
count down by day, then hour, then minute (Fig. 36).
As with DKI, you can trigger the Countdown setup tool by typing a brace -- “{“ -- into the area of the text
ad in which you want the time left to be inserted. This tool will populate the Countdown syntax Syntax:
{=COUNTDOWN(“yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss”,”language”,daysBefore)}.
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Fig. 36 – Countdown customizations in AdWords

IF functions
With IF functions, you can tailor ad copy when certain conditions are met. Trigger the IF function setup by
typing a brace -- “{“ -- into the area of your ad you want to customize when the conditions are met.
IF Functions can be tailored based on device or audience (Fig. 37). For example, IF Functions allow you to
serve different ad copy to people who have already converted on your site by selecting those audiences.
Everyone else will see the default text. Or tailor your messaging to people searching on mobile devices
versus desktop.

Fig. 37 – IF functions in AdWords

Ad customizers
Ad customizer feeds can be used to automatically tailor your ads to what the user is searching for and the
context such as device, location, date, day of week or time of day at scale.
Ad customizers tailor your ads based on data you enter in to a spreadsheet and upload them to the Business
data section of your account. Ad customizers can insert text, number, price and date attributes. This allows a
single ad to have hundreds of variations that can be customized for each search.
With ad customizers, you can show location-specific ads, use product-related keywords to show specific
details about a product or show discounts for specific products for a limited time.
Once you have your ad customizer data uploaded, you’ll set up the ads using the format for ad customizers:
{=DataSetName.AttributeName}. The DataSetName is the name of your feed, and the AttributeName refers
to the custom attribute you want to reference in your ad.
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Ad customizer data can be inserted anywhere but the display URL.
Responsive search ads
The newest automated ad option is called responsive search ads and takes ad creative and testing
automation to a whole new level. Currently in beta in AdWords, this ad type allows advertisers to add several
headlines and descriptions at once (Fig. 38). Google will then dynamically choose which combination to
serve on a search-by-search basis.

Fig. 38 – Responsive search ads in AdWords

Google may serve ads with as many as three headlines and two description lines. This is just a test for now
and is not available to all advertisers.

Additional targeting capabilities
We’ve covered keyword and targeting already, but there are several other useful targeting levers available.
Location targeting
Advertisers can set campaigns to run in specific locations. Location bid modifiers allow you to increase or
decrease the maximum CPC you’re willing to pay for clicks from target locations. It’s also possible to exclude
locations within a target area.
Device targeting
It used to be common practice for advertisers to split out campaigns by device. This way they could control
the budgets and tailor ads and landing pages by device. Then Google introduced bid modifiers, and there
are now fewer use cases for separating campaigns by device. In Search campaigns, device targeting is
managed entirely with bid adjustments.
Audience targeting
Audience targeting has continued to play a greater role in Search campaigns in the past few years. Ads can
be targeted based on behavioral signals rather than just keyword intent signals (fig. 40).
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Advertisers can import audiences from Google Analytics, upload customer emails and/or phone numbers
with Customer Match, retarget those who’ve interacted with a linked YouTube channel, reach users whose
recent browsing activity suggests they are In-Market for a product or service, and expand the universe of
targeted users behavioral signals with Similar Audiences.

Fig. 39 – Audience targeting in AdWords

Targeting vs. observation
When you add an audience(s) to a campaign, you can opt to target just the people on that list by selecting
“Targeting” -- or you can choose “Observation.”
It’s common practice to add several, if not all, of your key audiences to a campaign under Observation.
Observation allows you to gather data on how a particular audience performs while still allowing ads to
show to searchers outside of the list.
Once you gather enough performance data on an audience, you may opt to target that audience in a
separate campaign or decide to customize ad copy to an audience using IF Functions. You can also exclude
audiences from a campaign.
Demographics
Reporting and targeting by age range, gender and household income percentiles are available in AdWords
from Demographics in the left navigation (Fig. 40). But you’ll often see a higher percentage of data
categorized as “Unknown” where Google doesn’t have enough information about the user.
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Fig. 40 – Demographic targeting in AdWords

Advertisers can exclude a demographic target from an ad group or set a bid or bid adjustment on any of
them by checking the box next to them and editing.

Bidding & bid adjustments
Bidding and bid adjustments allow you to manage budgets and optimize PPC campaigns based on
your targeting objectives. Here’s a closer look at how bidding and bid adjustments work in paid search
campaigns.
Ad group & keyword level bidding
Smart bidding strategies get set and automated at the campaign level based on the bidding goal, and
advertisers aren’t able to adjust those bids manually. But when you’re using manual bidding or Enhanced
CPC bidding, individual bids can be set and adjusted at the ad group or keyword level.
If you’re just getting started -- and don’t have the same keyword with different match types in an ad group
-- you might start with setting bids at the ad group level only until your campaigns run for a bit and you can
accrue CPC and performance data on the individual keywords.
Once you have some data accrued, you’ll typically want to start setting bids at the keyword level. You’ll have
more control and be able to prioritize keywords based on performance. Keyword bids override ad group
bids.
Bid simulators
When Google has enough data on a keyword, Bid Simulators -- enabled from the columns option at the
keyword level -- will provide estimates for how your ads could have performed with different bids based
on historical data (Fig. 42). They’ll show the potential impact bid changes would have had on impressions,
clicks, conversions and conversion value. Simulation data may not be available if your campaign regularly
hits its daily budget before the end of the day (Limited by Budget) or if you changed your bid recently.
The simulator runs once a day. The Base Max CPC shows the bids that the simulators last used for their
calculations. When you’re looking at the Bid Simulator results, you should look at Base Max CPC instead of
your current Max CPCs in case those changed since the simulator last ran.
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Fig. 41 – Bid simulators in AdWords

Various bid simulator columns can be enabled at the keyword level.

Bid adjustments
Regardless of what bidding strategy you’re using, bid adjustments can be set at various levels of a campaign.
Bid adjustments are percentage multipliers you set to automatically adjust bids depending on factors such
as device, location, demographics, time, audience and more. Google continues to add more bid adjustment
options. For example, bid adjustments on “Interactions” -- the first of which is aimed at having call
extensions show more or less often can be set in the “Advanced bid adjustment” section of the interface.
Bid adjustments can offer a lot of flexibility when used, but they can also add significant complexity to
account management when you use more than one bid adjustment in a campaign. Bid adjustments are
typically multiplied together when determining your final bid.
Figure 42 shows an example when one bid is applied followed by a scenario in which two bid adjustments
are applied to a bid.

Fig. 42 – Bid adjustments

Bid adjustment ranges (and where they can be applied) are as follows:
• Device: -100% to +900%. (campaign and ad group level).
Note:
- If a -100% bid adjustment factors into the mix, the final bid will be zeroed out. If you don’t want your
ads to show on desktop, for example, you can decrease the desktop bid adjustment by 100%.
- If you’re using Target ROAS bid strategy, the only device bid adjustment available is -100%.
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- If you’re using Target CPA, device bid adjustments change the CPA target, not your bid.
• Location: -90% to +900% (campaign level).
• Ad scheduling: -90% to +900% (campaign level).
Note:
- Maximize clicks is the only automated bidding strategy that works with ad scheduling bid adjustments.
• Remarketing lists for search ads (RLSA): -90% to +900% (campaign and ad group level).
• Call adjustments/Interactions: -90% to +900% (campaign level).
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Conclusion
This is just the beginning of your PPC journey. There is always more to discover, learn and test. Understand
the fundamentals before you get started to help ensure you don’t burn through a budget with little to show
for it. Maximizing efficiency in PPC takes expertise, attention to detail and an understanding of how all the
various levers can work together to achieve your campaigns’ goals.
A key to being successful with PPC is to consistently tie your efforts back to the objectives of the business
and understand PPC’s role in the company’s marketing mix and how it can both leverage and support other
channel efforts.
You can find resources and all the latest paid search news on Search Engine Land. Connect with us and the
paid search community on social media. Follow and engage with our reporters and columnists on Twitter -and in an immersive conference experience at our SMX Events.
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